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ABOUT US - THE IDEA

The company
As a little boy, the founder and manager of PearlGolf, Benjamin Holzner, was passionate about fishing golf 
balls from ponds in a golf club near his home. He improved his pocket money.  

Some years later, in 2009, his hobby became his profession. Benjamin Holzner founded PearlGolf.



Lake balls are a good alternative for 
expensive golf balls
Since large and international lake ball resellers are among our 
customers and customer satisfaction takes priority in our com-
pany, we decided to make intern restructure and incorporated 
IndependentGolf into PearlGolf. 

We are convinced that golf balls do not have to be expensive. 
Lakeballs are the best alternative to high-priced and new 
golf balls. 

In the heart of Bavaria
Over the years, the demand for lake balls increased 
and Benjamin Holzner founded a limited liability com-
pany. PearlGolf moved to Eching, not far away from 
Munich. 

From the very beginning, our main focus was on fair 
prices, customer-oriented service and premium qua-
lity management. PearlGolf has made good progress 
and gained a foothold on international markets.
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RECYCLED GOLF BALLS
SUSTAINABLE AND ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

saving thousand 
tons of plastic

ecological 
cleaning

cost saving compared 
to new golf balls

+

++
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USED GOLF BALLS -
LET´S REDUCE PLASTIC TOGEHTER.
  
   For the sake of the environment.

Buying used golf balls reduces costs. Non-recovered golf balls could become a serious problem for the 
environment. Together with our divers and partner golf clubs we contribute significantly to the environment 
protection.

Every year we recover about 7,000,000-10,000,000 golf balls which is equivalent to 460 tons of recycled 
plastic per year. 

responsible resource
management

+

sustainable and 
environmentally friendly

+
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Our service
Our partner golf clubs benefit from the golf ball diving service. They get a profitable passive income. Since 
we founded our company, more than 65,000,000 golf balls have been recovered and therefore our partners 
received some million Euros. 

Get this additional and lucrative income without much effort.

GOLF COURSE 
RECOVERY SERVICE

Cooperation
The ponds and lakes on your golf course do have to be recovered from the „white gold“? Work with us and 
benefit from our product catalog. Additionally, we offer a wide range of PearlGolf’s private label articles.
Get them for set-off.

Of course, we can agree either on a yearly fixed sum or on the amount per golf ball.



FIND THE RIGHT METHOD
FOR YOUR NEEDS:

TRADITIONAL 
DIVING

Our divers are equipped with a 
scuba tank and a net.

In the water, they explore the 
balls by hand contact.

GOLF BALL ROLLER 
FOR LINER PONDS

A roller made of plastic discs is 
pulled by hand and with a rope 
through the pond. The balls col-
lected remain in the roller and are 
removed by hand.

This method, which is developed 
for liner ponds, is a very efficient 
technique. Due to the highly 
efficient effect, we are able to re-
cover up to 50 % more golf balls 
compared to conventional diving 
techniques. 

GOLF BALL ROLLER 
FOR NON-LINER PONDS

Especially in very cold waters or 
in winter we apply this method.  
A specially developed roller is 
pulled through the pond with two 
rope winches in order to collect 
the golf balls.

Of course, the technique is ap-
plied by our experts to recover 
the balls in a safe and smooth 
way. 
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IndependentGolf is internationally operating and can draw up years of experience. 
This is the reason why we are able to recover up to 50 % more balls and thus maximize the

income of the golf club. 

Due to the wide range of methods we offer, we are perfectly prepared to handle
any kind of situation.



THIS IS HOW IT WORKS

Step 1
Pleas fill out our contact 
form or call us at:

+49 8709 92865-20

Step 2
Having discussed the 
details of the different 
methods, you can choose 
between the following 
financial options:

• Reimbursement per golf 
ball recovered

• Part of the golf balls is 
given back to the golf 
club

• Off-set with items from 
our product catalog

• Annually agreed fixed 
fee

Step 3
Time for scheduling.

To arrange the exact day 
and time, we get into con-
tact with you early enough.

Please contact our team 
if you are interested to 
cooperate with us. Let’s 
discuss all the necessary 
details. 

+
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NIKE

SRIXON BRAND MIX

TITLEIST

CROSSGOLF

TAYLOR MADE

BRIDGESTONE CALLAWAY
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VICE KIRKLAND



Mix (no Tour)
Tour-Series

Mix (no ChromeSoft)
ChromeSoft / ChromeSoft X
Supersoft

A QUALITY B QUALITY

Crossgolf Mix (ShakeAways)
(all brands and models, no Pro V1)

Pro V1 Cross

BRAND MODEL

BRIDGESTONE

CALLAWAY

NIKE

SRIXON

Mix (all models)

Mix (no Z-Star)
Z-Star

TAYLOR MADE

TITLEIST

OHTERS

(Wilson, Precept, TopFlite,
Non-brand . . . )

Mix (no TP5/TP5X/)
TP5 / TP5X
Tour Mix

Mix (no Tour/Pro V1/AVX)
NXT-Tour (S) / TourSoft
Pro V1
AVX

CROSSBRAND MODEL

BRAND MIX

TITLEIST

price on
request
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minimum purchase 800 balls / mix  |  500 balls  / model

White
Coloured

VICE
KIRKLAND
SNELL

Mix
Mix
Mix

A/B QUALITY

price on request

price on request

price on request



CUSTOMISED TEE OFF PRESENTS –
THE RIGHT PACKAGE FOR EVERY SINGLE NEED

Personalised tee off presents
In the tee off present there are three golf balls of your choice in  
a classy looking plastic tube. Enclosed there are 20 high-quality  
wooden tees and a microfiber towel in a colour of your choice.

If you desire, we print the golf balls with your company logo.

CUSTOMISABLE PRESENTS

Clamshell is perfect for pro shops
The resealable Clamshell package is very functional and 
thus ideal for pro shops and retail stores.

Due to its design the package can also be presented at 
the sales counter.

Personalised Clamshell packages
To store the tee off presents or to use in the pro 
shop, the personalised Clamshell packages are 
made for a perfect presentation of golf items. 
There are no limits for the use of the package.
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Stencils specially designed by us and manufactured using the latest laser 
technology, ensure that the golf balls are held safely and gently during the 
printing process.

Since the balls are aligned by hand, position might deviate very slightly in 
some cases. 
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PERSONALISED GOLF BALLS
Give your balls a personalised character: from one dozen to any wanted quantity.

The UV digital print, also known as UV direct printing, is one of the most modern and future-oriented 
printing processes. The ink does not dry in the surrounding air but is hardened with UV light directly after 
application to the surface. The UV digital print is available from one dozen.

Whether it is a company logo or a photo – we are able to print the motif you desire in high-quality 
photo print due to the latest technology we use.



54
mm

70
mm

83
mm

nature nature  |  red  |  orange nature  |  white
premium qualitypremium quality premium quality

TEES 

OUR TEES
         IN THREE LENGTHS

Our premium bamboo golf tees are very robust and of course eco-friendly as they are 
100 % biodegradable and do not harm our ecosystem in any way.  
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WOOD
50 pcs. /
package



OUR TOWELS
         IN FOUR COLOURS

WHITE  |  BLACK RED  |  ANTRACITE

Our 100 % microfiber towels are perfect as a gift for guests, as a tee off present or as a small gift for any 
occasion. It also fits perfectly to our clamshells.  

TOWELS

PREMIUM 
Q u a l i t y

The PearlGolf Waffle Towel is a high-quality microfiber towel. It is very soft and absorbent. Ideal for 
your demanding needs during a round of golf. 
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CONTACT

Please get into contact with our team to discuss all necessary details.

IndependentGolf
Bichlmannstr. 28
D-84174 Eching | Landshut
Germany

+49 8709 92865-20

+49 8709 92865-31

post@independentgolf.com

Opening hours:

Monday to Thursday 10:00 - 16:00 h 

Friday 10:00 - 15.00 h
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